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Introduction
"Muslim
1998

terrorists

bomb

after the car bombings

the world.
violent?

Who

U.S. embassies,"

in Kenya

are these Muslims

and Tanzania.

boldly

It was another

Why

live far away in the Middle

should

we really

East and seldom

stated in August

act of Islamic

that we read about in the news?

Or are these stories just myths?

most Muslims

the headlines

Why

terror

in

are they so

care in the U.S.?

After

all,

enter into our daily

lives,

or do

tells another

Islam

is

they?
A look
currently

at the demographics

the fastest growing

more Muslims
1993;

not all Arab.
A4iddle

Africa,

with

Marshall,

Muslirns
Pelican

food processing
demographic
Americans

are native

population

live in the Twin

of 40,000

and light

Fairbault
industry

Cities,

raise their awareness
in schools,

Europe,

and native

refugees

and Rochester,

born AJ[rican

of Muslims

are immigrants
is growing

1998).

in the 1990's.

1998;

communities

Tillotson,

1998).

make it imperative

and Muslims,

in Owatanna,

in the past when religious

groups

work

in

These

that non-Muslim

so that cultural

can be amicably

Some of

Most

where many recent immigrants

(Hogan-Albach,

here are

- Asia, the

(56) percent

the number

Quarterly,

living

all over the world

but there are Muslim

and in the community

that has occurred

the Muslirns

at the end of 1998 (Tevlin,

Somali

about Islam

(Congressional

born, and fifty-six

Even in Minnesota

of more than 16,000

Rapids,

Eastern

trends in both the U.S. and Minnesota

arise at work,
and discord

Africa,

from

story.

By the year 2000 there were

to our stereotypes

group corning

sub-Saharan

1993).

an estimated

this is due to the influx
Minnesota

contrary

(44) percent

Quarterly,

States.

in the U.S., more than six million

Furthermore,

Forty-four

(Congressional
quickly,

in the United

They are a very diverse

East, North

American.

religion

than Jews living

Stone, 1991).

of the U.S. population

resolved

conflicts
without

have joined

that
the rancor

American

society.

Goals

of the Project
The goal of this master's

project

is to provide

1

an overview

of Islam

in America,

in

particular

the issues confronting

This project

is envisioned

are looking

a greater understanding

and staff.

non-Muslim

The primary

students

addressing

following

States, problems
and examples

organizations
resources.
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methods
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Allah,
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Appendix

explore

E

the role of

Muslims

Muslims

believe

believe

that Abraham,

that Christians

to the true path to God, but both Christians

revere Mohamrned
attributes.

This is in contrast

of God as revealed
The Quran

as a messenger

written

is recorded

and Jesus were

and Jews have strayed.
A.D.

and Jews have failed

to help

to accept this.
him or give

that Jesus is the son of God.

in the Quran

and read in Arabic,
2

Moses,

in the 7th century

belief

and

the same god

God, but they do not worship

to the Cbristian

to Mohammed

is generally

the prophet,

from

to those of Christianity

who is basically

people

holy book.

of issues faced by Muslim

publications.

that God spoke to Mohammed,

The word

on the pmt of non-Muslim

resources.

They believe

him divine

population

schools.

worshipped

Muslims

student

who

of Islam

Muslims

retum

Muslim

and local level that can provide

In many ways the basic tenets of Islam
Judaism.

administrators

at large, issues in the workplace,

further

that are and are not permissible

a staff development

or school

speakers,

situation

populations.

to some of these issues.

at both the national

Appendix

Muslim

Examples

background

the current

B lists and describes

web sites.

schools.

in American

resolutions

are included

with

is an examination

Additional

faced by Muslirns

and people

of Islam

Organizations,

basic tenets of Islam,

Five appendices

religion

and tolerance

and staff in the public

of successful

schools

to be used by teachers

emphasis

are also described.

topics:

in public

the needs of the growing

these ISSUESare provided.

help educators

religious

as a resource

for help in accommodating

and creating
students

educators

which

(Koran),

the Muslim

is why Muslims

from

around

the world

Muslims

study Arabic.

and Arabs

This is also the source of the common

are one and the same.

Two

other important

texts in Islam

assembled
Shariah,

the body

in most Muslim
Muslims
known

of Islamic

Shahada

are expected

five basic rites in their religious

pillars"

to fulfill

are the

after he died, and the

is the basis of civil

Quarterly,

law

1993).
lives.

These are

of Islam:

is the declaration

witness

The Shariah

states (Congressional

as the "five
*

law based on the Quran.

that

misconception

of faith through

which

one becomes

that there is no god but God; I bear witness

a Muslim.

that Mohammed

"I

bear

is His servant

and His prophet."
Sa(ut are the prayers
afternoon,

which

sunset and at night,

five to ten minutes,
of prayer
Sunday

Muslims

must complete

Each prayer

and is done facing

is generally

Friday,

when more people

five times a day: at dawn,

session generally

in the direction

although

are off of work.

takes no more than

of Mecca.

in the United

noon,

The Muslim

States it is sometimes

day

on

On this day, they go to the mosque

to

pray.
Sawm is the fasting
month

of Ramadan.,

smoking

occurs

a person's
*

at a slightly

is the annual
capital

Devout

Muslims

of most Americans.
do not eat pork.
married
covered.

Very

Because

the Islamic

different

time each year.

calendar

is usually

of the Islamic

all eating,
follows

expected

drinking,
a lunar cycle

to equal 2.5 percent

of

to Mecca. All Muslims are expected to make this trip at least
if they are physically

Quarterly,

1993).

follow

a relatively

They

Physical

or unmarried.

from

hours

or net worth.

their lifetime,

(Congressional

the the daylight

of abstaining

gift to the poor which

Hafi is the Pilgiage
once dumg

during

This fast consists

and sexual activity.

Ramadan
Zakat

that is observed

abstain from
contact

Women

conservative

able and can afford

conservative

the use of alcohol

between

code of conduct
and mind-altering

the sexes is generally

do not wear tight or revealing

Muslim

cultures

may require
3

frowned

clothing

women

it

compared
dnugs.

to that
They

upon whether

and keep their heads

to be completely

covered

from

head to foot with

Wormser,
support

1994).
them.

Islam

Islamic

1993;

law does allow

a man to have up to four wives,

but only

if he can

most Muslims

are monogamous

a small opening

religion

at Muslims

between

and behaviors

Islam,

become

the cultures

common

family

For instance,

prohibitions

against

clearer

1994).

view.

encompassing
Denny,

1994;

However,
different

religion

Muslims

from

and cultures,
different

specific

Muslim

cultural

Muslim

cultures

are generally

women

cover themselves

group.

are expected
from

niles for daily

be split among

world

It is important
with Muslims

view

life,
1994).

the heirs,

1995).

are also integral

dress and separation

to the Westem

(Denny,

1994; Lippman,

and pork

it has

have in turn

of the sexes.

The

parts of
For many

part of their culture
where

there is a much

to remember

the all-

(Congressional

Quarterly,

to remember

Difficulties

all Muslims,

For instance,
restricted

in the U.S. come from

although

interactions

to Islamic

to culture.

isolated

beliefs,

4

attribute
is limited

between

to a

the sexes in

such as Saudi

male-dominated

In other Muslim

a cultural

there is a wide range of

,In some cultures,

from the outside,

head to foot when in public.

differences

arise when people

when in fact the custom

according

vary from culture
to remain

that Muslims

and that there can be strong cultural

cultures.

and expect it from

which

should

The

1995).

to Islam

behaviors

cultures.

Historically,

It provides

(Denny,

of alcohol

and culture.

custom

acceptable

some values

Muslim

but a way of life that is m intrinsic

it is also very important
countries

and wives

when working

Lippman,

While

all Muslims.

the world.

as is conservative

of Islam

specific

details how inheritance

This is in strong contrast

nature

cultures.

and many of these transformations

and consumption

between

to be aware of the

to a much greater extent than Christianity

specifically

usury

among

throughout

is not just a religion

separation

between

and society

worldwide,

Islam

and world

cornmonality

cultures

Muslim

others stem from

shares to sons, daughters,

cultures

Muslims,

to Islam,

a cultural

States, it is important

and different

it has entered,

the Quran

specific

Muslim

a religion,

to Muslim

life, commerce

allotting

in the United

can be attributed

of Islam provides

transformed

Arabia,

(Wormser,

in America

relationship

many

Qumterly,

In practice

In looking

1993;

for the eyes (Congressional

only

cultures,

world,
however,

and

women

are much freer to move

and with
United

whom

they interact

States many people

Muslims,

dominant

Muslims
Muslim

from
group.

(Congressional

manner

Americans
between

analogous

to expecting
Irish

is a religion,

Italians,

Americans

and confusion
1993;

Muslims

the religion,

or Polish
Irish

are not as familiar

cultures.

are then expected

of Islam.

American

largely

The Sunni

Muslims

Muslirn

in the U.S. to behave

in a different

and Poles are distinct

regarding

cultures.

similarly,

For most Americans

The problem
regardless

groups.

Islam

can lead to unnecessary

this
is

of whether

it is clear that Catholicism

cultural

between

Unfortunately

and different

conflicts

fall into one of three categories:

make up 90% of allMuslims

in the Middle
are usually

Muslim

group

East, though

Muslim

and disputes

(Wormser,

and practices.

The Sunni
in 632 A.D.

are followers

as Mohammed's
followed

in the world

that holds power
Muslims.

and Nation

and in the United

in most Islamic

They

they are the majority

Shiites,

States.

countries.

The

are some of the poorest

in Iran.

In the U.S. the Sunni

and

and attend the same

1994).

are several

Mohammed

Sunni,

not at odds and often share the same mosques

There

differences
and Shiites

between

these two groups

split in Islam

when the two factions

of Abu Bakr,

representative.

occurred

clashed

a close associate

can only come from

imams

(teachers)
5

beliefs

soon after the death of

of Mohammed,

They call themselves

the Sunna, the oral traditions

in terms of religious

over the leadership
whom

of Islam.

of Mohammed.

The Shiites

that ulate

who are descendants

The

they recognized

Sunni because they believe

of Ali, the cousin and son-in-law of Mohammed. Theyllieve
authority

is predominant

to act like that area's

because of ignorance

and different

make up the other 10% of the world's

correctly

group

arise when they respond

with the distinctions

Muslims

are the "mainstrearn"

services

apply to all

1994).

Most

Shiites

behaviors

Shah, 2000).

descent.

This lack of understanding

(Wormser,

Sunni

Conflict

1994). In the

1993; Wormser,

arise when one Muslim

cultures

all Catholics

they are of Italian,
while

Problems

on what they wear

far fewer restrictions

Quarterly,

different

Quarterly,

Islam,

with

assume that the more conservative

stereotype

distinction

Shiite

(Congressional

when in fact they do not.

in an area.

They

about in public

they have

are followers

religious

or spiritual

followers

of Ali.
bring

They also believe
religious

justice

in the Mahdi,

to the world.

are a wide range of religious
differences
pebble

in religious

on the ground

a hidden

when praying

within

orthodox

these larger

to progressive.

the two groups:

Shiites

and pray three times daily
Quarterly,

appear in the future

1993;

and

divisions

there

There are also some

place their forehead

as compared

Irwin,

on a

to Sunnis

1995; Mayer,

who

1965/1972;

1994).

Many

native

African-American
are thought

twentieth

born Muslims

community

goes back to slavery.

to convert

Islam was reintroduced

their African
1994).

identity

Elijah

The history

About

and some continued

most were forced

century,

Wormser,

are African-American.

to have been Muslim,

States, although

reclaim

from

between

pray five times each day (Congressional
Wormser,

who will

As in many religions,

viewpoints,

practices

imam,

20 percent

to practice

to Christianity.

their beliefs

to the African-American

(1897-1975)

in the

of the African

of the

community
of slavery

slaves

in the United

In the beginning

and break free from the shackles

Muhammad

of Islam

as a way to

(Tumer,

1997;

was one of the most influential

proponents of Islam in the African-American community. He helpe31 round the Nation of
Islam

in the 1930's

tenets of orlhodox
of the Quran,
Nation
believes

and won over many converts.
Islam.

and abstain

of Islam

deviate

that Mohammed

Muhamrnad

from

believe

alcohol

in Allah

and pork.

in many ways from

claims

Followers

black

nondiscrirnination

The Nation

Quarterly,

of the

orthodox

claims

Islam

that Elijah

also believes

that

are ideas that run counter

to the Islamic

(Congressional

of the

the teachings

While

of Islam

many

beliefs

of Islam

both of which

is

follow

the religious

do not pray five times a day.

, which

and tolerance

However,

not Mohammed.

follows

and his prophets,

of God, the Nation

and that there is no life after

the basic tenets of Islam.

of Islam

the basic tenets of Islam.

was the last prophet

was the last prophet,

God is human

of Islam

Adherents

The Nation

Furthermore,
teachings

1993; Tiuner,

the Nation

of

1997;

Wormser,

1994).
In the 1950's

and 60's Malcolm

Nation

of Islam,

during

the last few years of his life, Malcolm

the Nation

who helped

X (1925-1965)

of Islam

was an influential

attract many new converts

and adopted

the religious

X turned
beliefs
6

to the Nation

member

of Islam.

away from the separatist
of Sunni

Islam.

Through

of the

However
beliefs
his

of

to

leadership many African-Americans
After Elijah Muharnmad's
the Nation of Islam.

followed

his example and became Sunni Muslim.

death in 1975, his son, Warith Deen Mohammed,

He lead even more African-Americans

took control of

to Sunni Islmn. by dropping the

divisive racial views of his father, changing the name to the Muslim American Society, and
adapting the beliefs of orthodox Sunni Islam (Congressional

Quarterly, 1993, Kusmer,

2000; Tumer, 1997; Wormser, 1994).
However,

the Nation of Islam did not disappear. Under the leadership of iuis

Farrakhan, it continues to follow the teachings of Elijah Muhammad.

Its membership

small but quite outspoken, and its more radical black nationalist and racial separatist
often appear in the press (Turner, 1997).
equate African-American

Because of this press coverage many

Muslims

even

follow mainstream Islam and its beliefs

(Congressional

Quarterly, 1993; Wormser, 1994). Recently there has been a

rapprochement

between Farrakhan and the leaders of orthodox Islam in America.

February 27, 2000, Farrakhan indicated a willingness
with orthodox Islam (John-Hall,

views

people

Muslirns with the Nation of Islam's more radical views,

though most African-American

is

2000). According

On

to reconcile some of his differences

to Lawrence Mamiya,

a long

time

observer of the Nation of Islam, it is too early to tell to what extent the Nation of Islam
drop its separatists views.

In the past, verbal changes have not always been followed

win
by

actual changes (Ostling, 2000).

Problems

in American

According

Society at Large

to a poll conducted in 1993 by the American Muslim

Council.(AMC),

Islam scored the lowest favorable rating and the hi ghest unfavorable rating of the major
religious

groups in the U.S. (Congressional

have become deeply embedded.

Quarterly, 1993).

These negative stereotypes

Events such as Middle East terrorism, UheO.P.E.C. oil

embargo, the Iranian Hostage Crisis in 1979-81, and the Gulf War have helped create these
negative stereotypes.

The media tend to focus on these negative stories with an emphasis on

Islamicterror,evenif theroot of theconflictis basedon somethingother
result, for many people, all Muslims
neither Arab nor terrorists.

than Islam. 6s,4

are seen as Arab terrorists, despite the fact that most are

Crises such as the Gulf War, and the World Trade Center
7

bombings

often lead to assaults against

their nationality
stereotypes

or political

are further

beliefs

guy"

characters

misleading

with

by negative

exaggerated

Arab

remarks

Quarterly,

Some Christian

of World

as a Satanic
Christians

(Haines,

stereotypes

groups

encompassing

1991).

world

which

which

of Islam.

to mainstream

into secular

have a difficult

religious

lives from

conflicts

in the mosque

(Voll,

these factors

in America.

American

evidence

(AMC)

practices

(Congressional

Islam

Mooneyharn,

negative

Islam

and misleading

States has to do with

is a "Way
with

of Life"

and the U.S. Constitution,

why Muslims

As Muslims

which

their communities.

try to follow

which

integrated.

cannot

of some improvement

and the Council

Muslim

25, 1991, the first Muslim

interests

simply

the all
provides

a

This view

is

separates
Many

the

non-

separate

their beliefs

their

in all aspects

dress or fasting

in attitudes

cleric

of organizations

to promote

1993; Tevlin,

to Muslim

concems

delivered

Bush issued the first White
8

towards

on American-Islarnic

and work

Quarterly,

to pay more attention

same year President

whom

at home or

1991).

advocate

On June

perpetuate

parts that do not need to be funy

These organizations

are also starling

Muslims,

spoke out against

arise when they do not leave their prayers,

Council

in America

tune

to save the souls of non-

in the United

For Muslims,

society

Stanley

Part of this change is due to the creation

Muslim

on

to combat.

time understanding

There is, however,
Islam

of Muslims

towards

organization,

had to be battled

for Muslims

their secular lives.

of their lives,

sing-along

converts.

mission

are difficult

American

and religious

Muslims

portrayals

and animosity

guide for all facets of their lives and their interactions
in contrast

These negative

and at least one song that makes

in a catchy,

and potential

Taken together,

of conflict

nature

features

also foster mistrust

in the world

point

(Muslim)

a large Christian

about Muslims

Another

what

1993).

Vision,

influence

1993).

and misleading

about Islam,

they see as both a threat to Christians
president

Quarterly,

in the U.S., no matter

Forinstance,theDisneymovieA/incontainsseveral"ba4

and defamatory

(Congressional

and mosques

(Congressional

exacerbated

televisionandinthemovies.

Muslims

1998).

House

recognition

and

such as the
Relations

tolerance
Mainstream

as the Muslim

an invocation

Muslims

(CAIR).

of Islarnic
politicians

population

to Congress,
of a Muslim

grows.

and in the
religious

holiday

(Congressional

Texas

and presidential

a discussion
(Bush,

impressions

and Jewish

groups

Presbyterian

cooperation

with

General

Assembly

Community

and Catholicism,

grows,

py051(5z5

Muslims

will

BHd Rp5olntinnq

Workplace
As their numbers
arise around

against Muslims

is tapering

off.

All

misconceptions

Christian

In 1987

Council

the

of Churches

for more
of this provides

Perhaps,

understanding

are one of the most pressing

so do friction

three issues:

1991).

Many

and cooperation

have all called

(Haines,

on

as in the case of

and knowledge

and stereotypes

(Kriss,

of
1998).

in the Workplace

conflicts
swell,

population's

face fewer

interest.

for greater understanding

of Muslims

in

media

influence

1993).

The National

of

lives of Americans

very powerful

Quarterly,

Church

govemor

and gynagogue

has had some positive

in areas of common

called

as the general

its adherents

which

church

in the daily

has also, sadly, presented

and the Methodist

that the prejudice

W. Bush,

with

organizations

on issues of social justice.

Church,

George

mosque

(Congressional

and greater understanding

some evidence
Judaism

conflict

Muslims

recently

the word

of genocide,

towards

the Catholic

More

of religious

are working

Church

the Muslim

of Christ,

Islam

as victims

1993).
included

The recent Balkan

of Muslims

American

candidate,

about the importance

1999).

images

with

Quarterly,

allowing

concerns

and misunderstandings

for Muslims

at work.

a time and a place for Muslims

in America.

The main problems

to pray during

the work

day, permitting women to dress more conservatively so that they can cover their heads and
avoid wearing

revealing

clothing,

and allowing

employees

to catry out Ramadan

observances (Congressional Quarterly, 1993). By law, employers
reasonable accommodations

for religious

practices

are required

such as these under Title

Civil Rights Act, as long as it does not cause undue hardship to the company
Most

accommodahons

large burden
Many

are not very difficult

upon them, yet problems
of the conflicts

arising

for employers

to institute

of the 1964

(I'evlin,

1998).

do arise.
over these issues are instigated

knowledge or help (Tevlin, 1998). For instance in December,
Minnesota,

VII

and do not impose

by low-level

supervisors who don't understand Islam. These conflicts could be avoided

Corporation in Rochester,

to make

had problems
9

with

with

a little

1998, Seneca Foods

its Muslim

staff when it initially

a

refused

to allow

December
work

and January.

A supervisor

day and workplace.

Seneca Foods
room

where

require

contacted

1998;

Muslim
CAIR.

the Muslim

Safety

employees

(OSHA)

its female

Muslim

housekeepers

who desired

with

accommodations

waistbands,

staff in a tight labor market

and the AMC;

to be learned

need not impgse

Problems

and
Muslim

employees,

Resolutions
students

the school

Dumg the Ramadan
Female

attire with
conservative
with

beliefs

conditions.

wear their head

These
their

such as CAIR

that run into conflicts
to Islamic

beliefs

Schools
in the public

are few, if any, school

schools.

They

to reconcile

breaks for their religious

their religious

Furthermore,

Muslim

dnxgs and contact

teen attitudes,
for Muslim

which

(Congressional

Quarterly,
10

to fonow
1993;

to

holidays.

and smell

beliefs

students'

between

can further

students

are often

places or times

for them to escape the presence

hying

alcohol,

can make it difficult

such adverse

are that there are resources

problems

dress codes.

American

could

by changing

on the employer.

face problems

prohibiting

a conflict

the hotel maintain

and staff, and they have a hard time finding
There

avoided

covered.

them that most accommodations

face numerous

day.

(Tevlin,

under the standard

to help corporations

in the Public

education

more liberal

These factors

are willing

fast it can be difficult

students

physical

these stories

burden

is less than the

to dress more conservatively

happy, but also helped

of

about proper

more

the sexes do not mesh

isolate

them from

their religious
Wormser,

a

this would

for breaks

so the women

provide

1998).

showing

an onerous

harassed by other students
pray during

from

these organizations

their Muslim

requires

so they could keep their bodies

(Tillotson,

it could

Typically

in Minneapolis

its no head gear policy

not only kept employees

Lessons

day.

of the

of what to do,

realized

them to wear long sleeved shirts and leggings

loosened

during

an eight hour day, which

City Center Hotel

uniform

under

breaks during

occurred

Unsure

the work

The Marriott

and allowed

well

pray dunng

1998).

scatves,

food.

a complaint.

help, the company

Administration's

The hotel waived

which

create too big a disnxption

Tillotson,

its dress code.

with

filed

CAIR's
could

Ramadan,

it would

employees
With

and Health

during

thought

no more than two five minute

Occupational

with

them a place to pray inside

others.

beliefs

1994).

However,
Examples

of effective

Beginning

As a result

several

While

war in Somali,

experienced

in student

populations

of 1550 students.

and is currently
School

can be found

The Somali

is a an urban middle

with

make up 22% of the student body

(J. Liston,

Cedar Riverside

K-8 charter

neighborhood

school

100 students

currently

making

to which

problem

Access

Act.

These laws allow
or religious

non-instructional

Schools"
public

prepared

(See Appendix

school

schools

government
D).

to do in accommodating

not permissible

for students

1999).

These guidelines,

in the public

allow

schools.

They clarify

and religious

and the public.

Thoughtful
11

Augstyurg Coffege (ibrary

students

April

17, 2000).

populations

is the

and practices.

student-led

a

of students,

Statute

Fortunately
and the

releayestudents

for up to

religious

activity

space for religious

activity

in 1995 the Clinton

titled "Religious
revised

Sanford

are approximately

group

Relief

Furthermore,

Expression

in Public

in 1998, were originally

are a very important

religion

beliefs

student use of school

guidelines

They

There

communication,

the Religious

per week,

1999).

was created to provide

to do the following:

inshuction

classes (Taylor,

superintendents.

at the role of religion

schools

time, and permit

when they are not attending
administration

responses:

over the past few

July 18, 2000).

are the largest

religious

in

is an urban

Somali-Muslim

large or small Muslim

students'

school

rapidly

community.

personal

this

three schools

School

communication,

Somalis

with

High

581 students.

low-income

schools

appropriate

half an hour of prayer
during

facing

with

(Shah, 2000; Taylor,

school which

(F. Parling,

are Muslim.

in their Muslim

schools,

has grown

personal

in the school.

they can accommodate

two laws help define
Equal

enrolled

up 42% of the student body
A major

extent

for a predominately

Somali

in

1999).

Roosevelt

population

settled

associated

in many

population

school

is a small,

Most

students.

Minnesota.

refugees

a sudden increase

(Shah, 2000; Taylor,

33% of the student

School

of Somali

to reduce the problems

accommodations

their Muslim

in Minneapolis,

East Africa.

have done much to address this issue.

high school

Middle

a large number

schools

facing

in several schools

they took helped

effective

Minneapolis

the civil

Minneapolis

The actions

change

can be found

of the 1990's,

after fleeing

population.

years,

can do much to ease the hardships

efforts

in the middle

Minneapolis,

sudden

schools

resource

sent to all

for all educators

looking

what is and is not permissible
groups,

and what behavior

application

for

is and is

of these laws and

directives

permits

students

both Muslim
Most

many

schools

may arise.

a result

(Wormser,

students'

needs.
with

They

work

students

and starting

other.

These interventions

student

(Taylor,

Roosevelt

and Muslims

which

all help students

cultural and religious

diversity

Immigration

unit to beginning

history

the viewpoint

from

new immigrants
predicaments
with

graders

experiences.

Student

Excellence)

Although

among

and acceptance

within

violence

all students

12

one
between

and ignorant

a school.

In

have educated

teachers

and has made

of Islam

looking

specifically

1994).

and

Studies

study their own family

at problems
all students

and difficulties

understand

the

and to see that there are similarities
School

also created

This is a mandatory
prevention,

students

a R.I.S.E.

class for all 9th

angermanagement,
its overall

does have the additional

of tlie Muslim

and

as a whqle

the focus of this class is not on Islam,

and understanduyg

create more tolerance

class.

High

culture

(Wormser,

by helping

immigrants

The school

and understand

its lath grade Social

in particular

Roosevelt

students.

demeaning,

In this unit all students

This has eased tension

that addresses issues of racism,

harassment.
tolerance

of the year.

of the new Somali-Muslim

Inspiring

It moved

Middle

such situations

have a better understanding
in general.

At Sanford

populations

its curriculum

in

but they

the confrontations

tensions

how to avoid

has evaluated

of immigration,

have had.

their own families'

(Roosevelt

know

School

and their parents,

about the Somali

in diminishing

large Muslim

Middle

their needs, and their

get to know

can also inflame

schools with

School

students

who make inappropriate,

so that they will

High

students

and staff is

students

and Sanford

and identified

to help the students

this ignorance

by students

African-American

by teaching

Teachers

and from

and the teachers.

clashes with

have been successful

and elsewhere

and staff about Islam

changes

the Muslim

groups

1998).

about Islatn

Minneapolis

not only with

needs of all

1999).

of the Muslim

School

their schools

the situation

Islam,

statements

and the culture
High

the religious

of Education,

students

evaluated

had frequent

to ameliorate

the students

of Islam

with

of Islam,

of Muslim

the rest of the student population

Somali

has worked

is very ignorant

such as Roosevelt

have aggressively

also work
School,

Schools

in dealing

(U.S. Department

The harassment

of both ignorance

1994).

Minneapolis

and non-Muslim

of the U.S. population

conflicts

usually

a great deal of leeway

(F. Meyer,

focus

and
on fostering

bonus
personal

of helping

communication,

July 20, 1999).

While

these curricular

tolerance

among

students

concerns

as well.

Somali

sinks,

then cluster

the building

under

met with

students

They provided

Ramadan,

when students

stairwells

found

during

lunch,

prayer

service

students

endorsement

problem

with

religious

activities.

students'

the hijaab

students

needs of all students.
education

2000).

Tliis

Minneapolis,

many

to allow

the Muslim

their "religious

did not allow

Apple

sponsorship
Taylor,

with

deeply

unless they are completely

schools

School,

the uniform

students to wear outfits
students
beliefs"

Valley

to participate

High

students to wearhead
13

School,

(Lippman,

1995).

from

dressing

head
like

covered

appropriate

a large suburban

the

for physical

in classes without

on what constitutes

dress code

to accommodate

requirements
which

attire,

issues such as

covered

must be wining

Uhe

these concerns

"cultural"

held beliefs

of the

Within

appropriate

For non-Muslims

for Muslims

and

1999)

in schools.

Others may be quite comfortable

High

were legal,

to fit into the class or school

However

However,

At Roosevelt

schools,

school

July 20, 1999;

beliefs.

resound

(head scarf).

(Shah, 2000).

allowed

to compromise
Like

integrity.

issues which

classes were relaxed

head to foot.
forced

personal

girls may not be comfortable

to foot including
non-Muslim

and family

to attend

said that there was no

on what constitutes

and open to modification

are often "religious"

which

every Friday

Church

by the school

Union,

communication,

During

Furthermore,

can also be the source of conflict

cultural

several

near the smell of food, they

as long as there was no direct
personal

hide in

of the school

to say their noon prayers.

Liberties

there is a wide range of views

compromising

Some Muslim

Members

to go across the street to a Lutheran

Civil

and

they would

and came up with

of these accommodations

clothing

and

there were several practical

to be in the cafeteria

by the Minnesota

over dress seems cultural

attire

All

understanding

the fast of Ramadan,

and teachers

for the students

were allowed

are based on religious,

without

School

for them to gather and hear speakers.

(F. Meyer,

community

During

their parents,

such arrangements

Muslim

High

smell of food in the cafeteria.

it difficult

at a "mosque."

met with

at increasing

wash their hands and feet in water fountains

to pray.

a room

up an auditorium

Muslim

would

students,

solutions.

which

and staff at Roosevelt

to avoid the tempting

administration

opened

changes were effective

school

them from
being
attire (Shah,
near

scarves because the scarves were often

used to proclaim

gang affiliation.

According

its dress code in order to accommodate
head scarves

(S. Deganaar,

that the schools
time,
should

avoid

April

guidelines

observant

contain

pork.

American

from

the menu.
students,

personal

communication,
Student

music

identify

special

the school

personal

students
schools

are brought

school

and also

communication,

some Muslim

with

may

in

pork and pork
or the

and their parents
publish

(F.

their school
Schools

and Jewish

(S. Kempf,

parents

July 15, 2000).
for some Muslim

Somali

to not participate

can

personal

parents believe

To meet these concems,

in to teach music.
14

those foods which

and St. Paul Public

of the Quran.

students

large

the food provider

classes can also be a problem

for Muslim

with

where the young

a K-8 charter

for their lunches

their interpretation

instructors

Many

Like

beliefs.

or sausage which

pork so that both Muslim

School

does.

religious

identify

has removed

of Muslim

the Minneapolis

in music

do not

that Islam

Schools

and

personal

who may be unfamiliar

on either

Both

at Cedar Riverside
with

School,

17, 2000).

choices

traditions

schools,

often have pepperoni

with

at the same

foods that have pork in them,

April

foods

staff have made arrangements
classes where

will

However

many religious

are recent immigrants

June 29, 2000; A. Kreider,

classes conflict

and

need to remember

identify

and eases the concerns

make appropriate

For instance,

may dress very conservatively,

to dress the satne (F. Parling,

This is not an undue burden

parlicipation

should

for elementary

population,

communication,

which

Schools

these needs.

While

At Cedar Riverside

a week or two in advance.
menus

21, 1999).

these students by clearly

students

a 42% Muslim

help their students

families.

pork.

girls who wear the

style of dress does reflect

important

Pizza, for instance,

with

non-Muslim

publish

can accommodate

well-disguised

of Muslim

do not eat pork and pork products.

the Muslim

foods.

products

Muslim

may not be able to easily

where

Minneapolis

all Muslims

dress, non-Muslims

students

has had to change

students choose to dress so conservatively,

Shah, 2000).

This is particularly

students

for schools

menus

17, 2000;

Muslim

populations

Parling,

by expecting

regarding

Muslim

contain

to accommodate

Jews who wear yarmulkes

Most

Muslim

attempt

the school

September

girls in particular,

that not all Muslim

stereotyping

communication,
include

realize

population

communication,

students,

in turn should

they should

a growing

personal

be aware that many Muslirn

to the principal,

in pull-out

However

in the

music

that
the

kindergarten

to second grade classes it was difficult

classes, because
remove

at these lower

these students

the parents'

concerns

curriculum.

After

participate

in music

Another

from

music

would

were alleviated

at the lower

curricular

with

stories where

story of the "Three
characteristics.

Little

When

there is usually

Pigs,"

the animals

less discomfort.

Teachers

may find them offensive,

decisions

their classroom,

Little

personal

Pigs"

influence

now many

schools

over into the schools,
students

holidays

17, 2000).

books

will

be

that portray

despite

holidays.

in a "real

For instance,

a Muslim
April

student

downplay

such as a farm

level do not need to remove

to read with

at the elementary

these holidays,
saturation

approach

or her parents

(F.

school

Roosevelt

Muslim

holidays

communication,

holidays

High
15

culture.

of Christianity

students

are celebrated
April

holidays
School

and other
while

and celebration
around

is to acknowledge

celebrated

has student-led

is still

can carry

17, 2000).

are often scheduled

by some schools

and religious

American

of Santa and Easter bunnies

the acknowledgement

followed

level teachers need to be

this evidence

of teachers.

personal

by banning
major

is

and Easter on the overall

the best intentions

the wide range of cultural

(Cmstian and non-Christian).

context

17, 2000).

but in particular

are not (F. Parling,

An alternative

roles and

it may not be a good idea to send

can feel left out when Christian

However

life"

such as in the

and they should be aware of this when they make

The cultural

address this disparity

and Easter.
celebrate

7

books

anthromorphised,

at the elementary

of Christmas

felt in our culture.

non-Christian

with

of schooling,

aware of the strong
Although

home

communication,

At all levels

religious

children's

could

but they do need to be aware that some of their students

to use them in the classroom.

Three

schools

In this case

April

children's

the pigs take on very human

are portrayed

and parents

religious

with

To

them about the needs of the

level is which

are uncomfortable

where

from

strongly

leaming.

communication,

pigs and dogs are greatly

such books

Parling,

personal

music

into the curriculum.

to student
with

from

agreed that their children

at the elementary

Some Muslims

students

animals such as pigs and dogs. Parents and children can be particularly

uncomfortable

"The

parents

(F. Parling,

remove

funy integrated

is

be very distuptive

Muslim

levels

concern

music

by open discussions

these discussions,

used in the classroom.
<,an

grade levels

to simply

Some
of all
Christmas
and

by their students
culture

their

shows

several

times

a year which

celebrations.

Somali

participation

Somali

culture

1999).

These celebrations

must be inclusive

Muslim

are absent dumg

holidays

New

often miss school

large Muslim
which

District

Minneapolis,

large Muslim

that having

Their

disrupts

the staff and students,

teachers

during

population

and the
July 20,

curriculum,

However

schools

celebrations

if they

High

can also cause a

important

holidays

find that many
flow

schools
(Rifin,

on major

1999).

classes.

The

Muslim

Other

schools

may

grow.

can not only be helpful

refugees

School

can overwhelm

the schools.
School

has been very helpful

Muslim

July 20, 1999; F. Parling,

students

This is especially

and Cedar Riverside

and paraprofessionals

adapt by adding

to Muslim

staff and students.

with

such as

of their students

in many

can also help their students

of Muslim

and in communicating

communication,

Christian

the educational

populations

presence

both Roosevelt

Muslim

community.

populations

populations

a sudden influx

Minnesota

of Islam

communication,

holidays

has started closing

this as their Muslim

where

and their

into a multicultural

of Muslim

it has such a large Muslim

with

personal

into the school

but can also help educate non-Muslim

in communities

personal

(F. Meyer,

groups

appreciation

and be sure to include

will

with

staff to their schools.

the school,

found

Students

Jersey School

Schools
Muslim

foster a greater

and staff celebrations

Schools

have to start doing

ethnic

ones.

these holidays,

because

different

easy to incorporate

feel more accepted

students

and Haj.

Patterson,

are relatively

Muslim

in schools.

Ramadan

has helped

in their celebrations

to include

disnuption

the school's

in the rest of the student body

and can help all students

are going

highlight

students

personal

tnue
In

have

in educating

and families

communication,

in

(F. Meyer,

April

17,

2000).
Accommodating
can seem difficult.
by a change
examples

the needs and concerns

Schools

in student

the changes,

must often deal with

population

above, schools

are curricular.

are able to make a variety

students'

awareness

about Islam

However,

of changes with

at Roosevelt

These entail creating

students

High

School

new classes or altering

and Muslims,

whi}e
16

in the public

a range of unfamiliar

that can seem sudden.

such as those implemented

School,

of Muslim

helping

brought

isSues

as shown
relative

upon

by the

ease. Some of

and Sanford
existing

schools

Middle

classes to raise

to show the commonality

among
which

all students

in the school.

make the school

regarding

more welcorning

dress, diet and religious

accommodations

As schools

attempt

the Supreme

Court

in public

Schools"

reading

the religious

D) can help schools

or activity,

student-led

expression

which

at

schools

and activity
with

and

prayer

in public

are

outside

Expression

policies

Understanding

to determine,

expression

Consultation

develop

and

needs are met and

is allowed

"Religious

students

experts

in Public

allow

them to meet

what these circumstances

but can help create a more inclusive

are can be
environment

of all faiths.

Organizations

Offering

As schools

work

Assistance
with

the AMC
Islam.

can help schools
organizations

Muslim

themselves

and CAIR,

which

may be helpful.
(See Appendix

printed

in the public

Fonum,

Society,

the Christian

Legal

the American
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students.
with

to go

Two

iSSues

and speakers,

all of which

A has a large list of Islamic
has many publications

B for a detailed

schools.

in dealing

information,

in particular

are also many other organizations

issue of the role of religion

helpful

Appendix

CAIR

they have to be wining

on the needs of Muslim

advice,

learn more about Islam.

Schools

population

are particularly

They can provide

are very helpful.
There

to the Public

a growing

for help in educating

organizations,
concerning

expression

guidelines

at the

students,

Non-Muslim

sanctioned

circumstances.

needs of all their students.

for students

which

of the government

while

in general.

students'

any religious
school

that these

needs of their Muslim

this is not the case. Religious

and time consuming

students,

changes
needs

to remember

diversity

if Muslim

to allow

under certain

(See Appendix

out to look

of student

the idea that no religious

schools

and their unique

for Muslim

the religious

in 2000 forbidding

However

and require

needs of all their students.

are often hesitant

decision

2000).

and careful

difficult

Schools

games reinforces

allowed

environment

to accommodate

to the religious

students

It is important

may feel left out and marginalized

theirs are not.

(Firestone,

observations.

a respect and appreciation

they must be sensitive
their families

are non-curricular

to Muslim

help create an inclusive

same time reinforcing

football

Other changes

which

on Islam

list of publications.)
can help schools

Organizations
Jewish

address the larger

such as the Freedom

Congress,

the National

School

Boards
advice

Association,

and the American

and have publications

and are not permissible
The Freedom

which

Forum

Guide

Amendment
along with

left and the right
for educators

provide

can

activities

in schools

are

list of organizations).

has been very active in addressing

in the Public

to Religion

other work

what religious

A for a detailed

in particular

Administrators

the role of

Ithaspublishedandco-authoredpublicationssuchasA

to Religion

Guide

of School

can help clarify

(See Appendix

religioninthepublicschools.
Parent's

Association

and Public

by the Freedom

of the political

studying

Schools,

and Finding

Education

Forum

and religious

(see Appendix

have found
spectnim.

the role of any religion,

Ground- A First

Common

wide

B).

These publications

acceptance

from both the

These are a very good resources

including

Islam,

in the public

schools

(Dart,

1996).
Staff development
Fred Meyer,

principal

development
towards

of Roosevelt

is for the principal

accommodating

committed
educating

is a concern

for any school with

High

School,

to "walk

and supports

the actions

the staff about Islam.

Teachers

students

of the school.

At Roosevelt

Muslim

population.

said that the most important

the talk."

the needs of Muslim

a growing

part of staff

are much more likely

if they see that the principal

is fully

He also stressed the importance

this was accomplished

by having

to work

of

the Somali

teachers talk to the rest of $e teachers during staff meetings and workshops (F. Meyer,
personal

communication,
Under

"3

the leadership

Rs Project."

California,
.

<

Pennsylvania,
groups

expression

and respect"

Texas,

of teachers,

agreement

communities.

C. Haynes,
training

in the public
relating

and Utah.

parents,

p*ciples

on iSsues of religious

permissible

Forum

matters

(Dart,

California,
is divided

are trained

1996).

Originally

Georgia,

Oklahoma,

into two parts.

started

and community

confronting

sound (Dart,

in

hi part one,
leaders

and to work
schools

to teach about religions

and educationally
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deal with

and discuss conflicts

diversity

the

stands for "rights,

school board members,

and ethnic

has developed

helps educators

The "3Rs"

to negotiate

hi the second part, teachers

ways that are constitutionally

workshop

in 6 states-

The 3Rs project

administrators,

the Freedom

schools.

to religious

there are now 3Rs projects

leam how to use constitutional
toward

of Charles

This religious-diversity

issues of religious
responsibilities

July 20, 1999).

and

and cultures

1996;

Freedom

in

Fonim,

1999).

program

could

Although

designed

to work

with

all forms

of religious

expression,

this

be helpful

for schools working on accommodating the needs of Muslim

astudents (See Appendix E for more detailed description of the 3Rs program and a list of
people

to contact

about the program).

The Clinton

administration

expression

in the schools.

"Religious

Expression

also helped

hi 1995 the Department

in Public

Schools,"

1998 these guidelines

are a very important

in the public

They clarify

schools.

what behavior

to clarify

is permissible

permissible

of Education

to all public
resource

school

sent guidelines

for all educators

and the public

of religious
titled,

superintendents.

what is and is not permissible

for students

forms

looking

in

at the religion

for schools

(See Appendix

Revised

to do, and

D for a copy of

these guidelines).

Conclusion
The Islamic
grows,

conflicts

can be avoided,
Muslims

are likely

or at least tempered,

occur naturally

Non-Muslims

and gradually

and Catholicism,

positive

effort.
Schools

understanding,

in the schools,

increasingly

diverse

understandmg
publications,
cultural

a little knowledge

and media

on the part of both

role in this process.

This will

and rid

sensationalism.

discnation

can be speeded up if people

also prepare

Schools

in developing

the students

This

against

make a concerted

and

They need to work
greater

not only help create a positive
for adulthood

learning

in an

also need to educate their staffs so they have a better
students.

that can help them effectively

students

and effort

As it

These conflicts

need to learn more about Islam

and the needs of Muslim

and organizations

needs of Muslim

and non-Muslims.

and non-Muslims,

but will

nation.

of Islam

Muslims

have a very important

and tolerance.

environment

to grow in the years to come.

over time, as it has regarding

both Muslims

acceptance,

continue

created by ignorance

but the process

in particular

all their students,

between
with

of many of the stereotypes

Judaism

with

in the ti.s. will

to continue

and non-Muslims.

themselves
will

population

and foster understanding

Muslims.
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They need to identify
accommodate
between

speakers,

the religious

Muslims

and non-

and

As this paper attempts
meaningful
hardship

extorts to accommodate
or disniption.

corporations
continues
work

to show, various

throughout
to grow

together

the beliefs

These examples
the United

States.

into the next century,

to create hospitable

should

corporations

and schools

have made

and practices

of Muslims

without

be used as models

As the Muslim

all of us, Muslims

environments
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for us all.

for schools

population

undue
and

in the United

and non-Muslims

alike,

States
need to

Appendix
National

A:

Organizations

Islamic

Organizations

The Islamic organizations
listed below can be helpful contacts for educators working
with a
growing Muslim
student population.
Some of the organizations
are more political
in nature
others are more religious.
In either case they can provided resources such as speakers,
publications
and general information
about Islam.
American
Muslim Alliance
AMA Head Office
39675 Cedar Blvd, Suite 220-E
Newark, CA. 94560
Ph: (510) 252-9858
Fax: (510) 252-9863
http://www.amaweb.org/
The mission of American
Muslirn Alliance is to organize and encourage
participate
in the American
Political
System. It is a growing organization
in over 26 states in the form of 70 regional chapters and a membership
throughout
the continental
United States.

Muslims
to
and has a presence
of over 5000

American
Muslim
Council
Abdurahman
M. Alamoudi,
Executive Director
1212 New York Avenue, NW, Suite 400
Washington,
DC 20005
Tel: (202)-789-2262
Fax: (202) 789-2550
E-mail: amc@amconline.org
http://amconline.org
The American
Muslim Council is a Muslim political organization
whose objective is to
empower the Muslim
Community
in the U.S., and to present the Muslim point of view in
political
discourse.
Another AMC goal is to help foster a more accurate understanding
of
Islam in the American
public.
The American
Muslim
Council is a good source of speakers
on the Muslim
view, and it has local chapters in most large cities. For more information
on
Uhe American
Muslim Council go to its web page at http://atnconJine.org
Council on American-Islamic
Relations
1050 17th Street, NW, Suite 490,
Washington,
DC 20036
Tel: (202)-659-2247
Fax: (202) 659-2254
E-mail: cair@cair-net.org
http://www.cair-net.org/

(CAIR)

The Council on American-Islamic
Relations (CAIR) is a nonprofit,
membership
organization
dedicated to presenting an Islamic perspective
on issues of importance
to the
American
public.
CAIR is a good resource for information
and help in working
effectively
with Muslims
in the schools and workplace.
Their publications
are very helpful.
Their web
site provides access to information
about Islam in America, other Islarnic organizations
at
the national and state level, descriptions
of their publications,
and order forms over the
internet.
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Islamic Circle of North America (ICNA)
166-26, 89th Avenue
Jamaica, NY 11432
Ph: (718)-658-1199
Fax: (718)-658-1255
E-mail: info@icna.org
http://www.icna.com/main.shtml

Islamic Society of Nom America
Dr. Sayyid M. Syeed, Secretaty General, ISNA
P O Box 38
Plainfield, IN 46168, USA
Phone :(317) 839 - 8157
Fax: (317) 839-1840
http://www.isna.net/
The Islamic Society of North America (ISNA) is an association of Muslim organizations
and individuals that serve the diverse needs of Muslims in North America.
ISNA works to
help foster unity among Muslims.
ISNA's mission is to provide a unified platform of
expression for Islmn, to develop educational, da'wah and social services that translate the
teachings of the Quran and the Sunnah into everyday living, and to enhance Islamic identity
in society. The primary focus of the ISNA is to work with Muslims.
It can be a good
source for speakers on Islam and about Islam in your community
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National
Discourse

Organizations
Involved
on Religion
in the Public

in the
Schools

The organizations
listed below have been identified
as organizations
involved in the
discussion
over the role of religion in the public schools. They are good organizations
contact for any school or educator developing
a policy on religion in the schools.

to

American
Association
of School Administrators
Andrew Rotherham
Address: 1801 N. Moore st., Arlington,
VA 22209
Phone: (703) 528-0700
Fax: (703) 528-2146
Web site: http://www.aasa.org
American
Association
of School Administrators
(AASA)
is the professional
organization
for over 14,000 educational
leaders across North America and in many other countries.
AASA's
mission is to support and develop effective school system leaders who are
dedicated to the highest quality public education for all children. The AASA can provide
resources and advise to school administrators
trying to develop an effective and legal policy
for religion
in the public schools.
American
Jewish Congress
Marc Stern
Address: 15 East 84th Street, New York,
Phone: (212) 360-1545
Fax: (212) 861-7056

NY 10028

The American
Jewish congress is an organization
dedicated to protecting
constitutional
rights. It has a special interest in protecting
the separation
state and religious
liberty.
Christian Legal Society
Steven McFarland
Address: 4208 Evergreen Lane, #222, Annandale,
Phone: (703) 642-1070
Fax: (703) 642-1075
Email:
CLSHQ@clsnet.org
Web site: http://www.christianlegalsociety.org

civil and
of church

and

VA 22003

The Christian Legal Society is a national association of 3,500 Christian
attomeys, law
students, judges and law professors in every state. CLS's legal information
and advocacy
arm, the Center of Law and Religious Freedom defends all faiths from excessive
government
interference
with their free exercise of religion.
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Freedom Fonum
Charles Haynes
Address: 1101 Wilson Blvd, Arlington,
Phone: (703) 528-0800
Fax: (703) 284-2879
E-mail: news@freedomforum.org
Web site: http://www.freedomfomm.org

VA

22209

The Freedom Forum is a nonpartisan,
international
foundation
dedicated to free press, free
speech, and free spirit. The Freedom Fomm's mission is to foster a greater public
understanding
of and appreciation
for First Amendment
rights and values, including
freedom of religion, free speech and free press, and the right to assemble peaceably and to
petition government.
It has offices throughout
the United States. The Freedom Fonum
provides helpful resources for educators looking for information,
publications
and
curriculum
for addressing issues surrounding
religion in the public schools.
Its web site
provides many helpful links.
National Association
of Evangelicals
Forest Montgomery
Address: 1023 15th Street, NW #500, Washington,
Phone: (202) 789-1011
Fax: (202) 842-0392
Web site: http://www.nae.net

DC 20005

The National Association
of Evangelicals
(NAE) is a voluntary
association of individuals,
denominations,
churches, schools and organizations.
Through the cooperative
ministry
of
these members, NAE directly and indirectly
benefits over 27 million people. The NAE has
been actively involved
in the discussion on the role of religion in public schools. It
maintains its national offices in Carol Stream, minois, and an office for governmental
affairs
in the nation's capital.
National PTA
Maribeth
Oakes
Address: 1090 Vermont
Ave.,
, Phone: (202) 289-6790
Fax: (202) 289-6791
Web site: http://www.pta.org

NW,

Suite 1200, Washington,

DC 20005

The National PTA encourages its nearly 7 minion members to be involved
in key child
education, health, and welfare issues. The organization
serves as an advocate for children
and families in schools, the community,
m'id before government
agencies.
National
School Boards Association
Laurie Westley
Address: 1680 Duke Street, Alexandria,
Phone: 703-838-6722
Fax: 703-548-5516
E-Mail:
info@nsbf.org
Web site: http://www.nsba.org

VA

22314-3493
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Religious
Action Center of Reform Judaism
Rabbi David Saperstein
Address: 2027 Massachusetts
Ave., NW, Washington,
Phone: (202) 387-2800
Fax: (202) 667-9070
E-mail: rac@uahc.org
Web site: http://www.rj.org/rac/

DC 20036

The Religious
Action Center of Reform Judaism (RAC) educates and mobilizes
the
American
Jewish community
on legislative
and social concems as an advocate in the
Congress of the United States on iSSueS ranging from Israel and Soviet Jewry to economic
justice and civil rights, to intemational
peace and religious liberty.
The RAC is the
Washington
office of the Union of American
Hebrew Congregation
(UAHC)
and the
Central Conference
of American
Rabbis (CCAR),
representing
1.5 million Reform Jews
and 1,800 Reform rabbis in 870 congregations
throughout
North America.
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Offices

of The Freedom

Forum

The Freedom Forum provides helpful resources for educators looking for information,
publications
and curriculum
for addressing isSueS surrounding
religion in the public
schools.
(See page 20 for a more detailed description
of this organization.)
Its web site
provides many helpful links to information
and organizations
involved in religion in the
public schools. This infonnation
is also available at the following
web site:
http://www.fac.org/facinfo/offices.htrn
Freedom Fo
Name: Charles Haynes
Address: 1101 Wilson Blvd, Arlington,
Phone: (703) 528-0800.
Fax: 703/284-3770
E-mail: news@freedomforum.org
Web site: http://www.freedornfonim.org

VA

22209

The Freedom Forum Florida Office
300-A South Atlantic Avenue
CocoaBeach,
FL 32931
Phone: 321/783-3335
Fax: 321/783-9041
The Freedom Forum Media Studies Center
580 Madison Ave.
New York, NY 10022
Phone: 212/317-6500
Fax: 212/317-6574
E-mail: media@ffiiyc.mhs.compuserve.com
The Freedom Forum
One Market Street
San Francisco,
CA
Phone: 415/281-0900
Fax: 415/281-3940

Pacific

Coast Center

The Freedom Forum Rochester
1600 Chase Square
Rochester, NY 14604
Phone: 716/262-3315
Fax: 716/262-3760

Office

The Freedom Forum Asian Center
1302-03, 13th Floor, Shui On Centre
6-8 Harbour Road
Wanchai,
Hong Kong
Phone: 85-2-2596-0018
Fax: 85-2-2598-8818
E-mail: azeitlin@hotmail.com
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The Freedom Fomm European
Stanhope House
Stanhope Place
London,
W2 2HH
United Kingdom
Phone: all-44-207-479-5900
Fax: 011-44-207-262-4631
E-mail: dfurey@freedomforum.org

Center
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Minnesota
Organizations
Working
with the Islamic

and People
Community

There are many organizations
in Minnesota
which can be helpful in answering
questions
about Islam and how to work effectively
Muslirns in the public schools.
The list below
includes people, and organizations
who may be helpfiil.
Muslim
Matthew Ramadan
Muslim
Council of AmericaWork: 612-335-5924
home: 612-521-6615
mramadan@nrrc.org

Council

of America:

Minnesota

Chapter

Matthew
Ramadan is very active in addressing
is an articulate speaker and is more than willing
Islam and the concerns of Muslims
in America.
Rubina Hassan
Chapter Vice President
468 Dayton Ave., Apt.#l3
Saint Paul, MN 55102
Phone: 612-641-0239
Mukhtar
Thakur
Chapter Contact
6519 Upper 22 St. North
Oakdale, MN 55128
Phone: 612-770-1923
Fax: 612-770-1923
Mort Ryweck
1225 LaSalle Ave.
Minneapolis,
MN 55403
612-376-0525
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Minnesota

Chapter

President

the concerns of Muslims
in Minnesota.
He
to speak to students and teachers about the

Minnesota

Educational

Contacts

The following
people have been actively involved in working with Muslim
students in the
public schools. They are source of infonnation
and suggestions
for any educator looking
for advice.
Fred Meyer,
cipal
Roosevelt
High School,
Minneapolis
4029 28th Avenue South
Minneapolis,
MN 55406
612-627-2658

Public

Schools

Mr. Meyer is principal
of a public high school which has a 33% Somali Muslim
population.
Over the years he has done very well in accommodating
the needs of the
Muslim
student population.
Torahim Ayeh
Teacher Instnuctional
Services
Minneapolis
Public Schools
925 Delaware
St. SE
Minneapolis,
MN 55414
612627-2165
Torahim Ayeh is a Somali teacher who works with Somali students in the Minneapolis
Public Schools.
Before his current position he worked at Roosevelt High School in
Minneapolis
where he was very active in helping the school meet the needs of the Muslim
students at Roosevelt.
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Minnesota

Islamic

Organizations

and

Services

These organizations
were found at the CAIR web site http://www.cair-net.org/
at the "find
a mosque."
Check the web site for a more up to date listing.

by looking

AI,-AMAL
SCHOOL
(Last updated: 2-1999)
1401 Gardena Ave. NE
Fridley, MN, 55432
Phone: 612-571-8886
Fax: 612-571-1925
Email: icccmn@mtn.org
General Information:
A full time Islamic School K-8 Grades(Boys
and Girls) Teaching the regular American
schools required subjects plus Islamic studies,Qur'an
and Arabic. Please call for more
information
and admission package. Saturday School: Saturdays 9:00 am - 3:00 pm
Subjects: Qur'an, Arabic, Islamic Studies, Gym and Islamic arts.
Please Br. Kais at 612-571-1339.
Muslim
Boys Scouts of Minnesota:
Please call Br. Damon at 612-571-8886
for more information
The Islamic Academy of Minnesota
3759 4th Ave. South
Minneapolis,
MN, 55407
Phone: (612) 823-7757

Last updated:

10-1997

Lastupdated:

10-1997

Islamic Propagation
Center
P. 0. Box 13566
Minneapolis,
MN, 55414
Phone: 612 5020411
Fax: 612 5020411
Email: aldaO00l@gold.tc.umn.edu
The Path to Knowledge
PO BOX 68001
Minneapolis,
MN, 55418
Phone: 612-331-5393
Fax: 612-331-5393
General

Infomiation:Exclusive

Distributor

in North

Saudi Students House
Po Box 4159
Saint Paul, MN, 55104-0159
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America

of Adul-Qasim

Publications.

Muslim

Student

Associations

Muslim
Student Associations
are found on many of the major Universities
in Minnesota.
These organizations
provide a Islamic community
for Muslim
students at the schools.
They
can also be a good resource for anyone looking for speakers or information
on Islam.
Muslim
Student Association
Macalester
College
1600 Grand Ave.
Saint Paul, MN, 55105-1801
Phone: 608-256-9900

(MSA)
Last updated:

10-1997

Muslim
Student Association
(MSA)
St. Cloud State University
Last updated:
Atwood Center, 720 4th Ave. South,
St. Cloud, MN, 56301
Phone: 320 654 5092
Email: muslimsa@condor.stcloudstate.edu
URL: http://condor.stcloudstate.edu/-muslirnsa/

2-1999

MSA is the only Islamic organization
in St. Cloud and around 60 miles radius. It serves
students, faculty and St. Cloud Muslims.
The purpose of MSA is to educate Muslims
and
non-Muslims
about Islam and practice Islam as ordered by Allah and His Messenger.
Most of tis work is done by Tabligh Jamat.
Muslim
Student Association
(MSA)
Univ. of Minnesota
at Duluth
(Last updated: 10-1997)
c/o Shahabuddin
Ahmed, 517, N. 16th Ave. E.
Duluth, MN, 55812
Phone: 218-724-1085
(Shahabuddin
Ahmed)
Email: sahmed@d.umn.edu,
muslimsa@gold.tc.umn.edu
Muslim
Student Association
(MSA)
University
of Minnesota
(Twin Cities)
235 Coffman
Union
Minneapolis,
MN, 55455Phone: 612-624-5656
Fax: 612-726-6369
Email: muslimsa@student.tc.umn.edu
URL: http://www.umn.edu/nlhome/g031/muslirnsa/
Muslim
Student Association
(MSA)
Winona State University
118 Kryzsko
Commons
- WSU
Winona,
MN, 55987
Phone: (507) 451-5403
Fax: (507) 457-5086
Email: muslima@vax2.winon.msus.edu

Last updated:

Last updated:
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6-1998

10-1997

Masjids

and

Islamic

Centers

in Minnesota

These organizations
were found at the CAIR web site http://www.cair-net.org/
at the "find
a mosque."
Check the web site for a more up to date listing.
Dar Abi Bakr
923 S. Front St.
Mankato,
MN, 56001
Phone: (507)386-1797
Fax: same
Email: MSA@eel2.cs.mankato.msus.edu,
soair@eel2.cs.mm'ikato.msus.edu
URL: http://krypton.mankato.msus.edu/-islam/msa.html
Dar Abi Bakr is a non-profit
organization.
Our Masjid was opened in the 18th of
December,
1998. It is the first Masjid to be estabUshed in Mankato.
Dar Al-Farooq
983 17th Avenue SR
Minneapolis,
MN, 55414
Phone: (612) 331-1234
Email: aldaOOOl @tc.umn.edu
Islamic Center of Minneapolis
1128 6th St. SE
Minneapolis,
MN, 55414
Phone: 612-379-8269
The Islamic Center of Minnesota
1401 Gardena Ave. NE
Fridley, MN, 55432
Phone: 612-571-5604
Fax: 612-571-8989
Islamic Center Of Winona
54 East Third St.
Winona, MN, 55987
Phone: (507) 453-9961
Email: wnelafand@vax2.winona.msus.edu
Islamic Cultural Community
907 26th Ave. NE
Minneapolis,
MN, 55418
Phone: 612-789-0559
Fax: 612-789-0559
Email: icccmn@mtn.org
Masjid An-nur
1729 Lyndale Ave., North,
Minneapolis,
MN, 55411

Center

(ICCC)

Rochester Islarnic Center
17 Broadway
North
Rochester, MN, 55904
Phone: (507) 287-8760
Email:
mohsin.alwalid@mayo.edu
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Appendix
Council

B:

Publications

on American-Islamic

Relations

Publications

Council on American-Islamic
Relations (CAIR) Publications
cover a wide range of issues
dealling with Islam and America.
The employer's
and educator's
guides are extremely
helpful and are very good places to begin learning about Islam in America.
The
Understanding
Islam brochure is an easy read that provides a concise overview
of Islam
for anyone who is unfamiliar
with Islam. These publications
can be ordered over the phone,
through the mail, or by e-mail by contacting
CAIR.
Council on American-Islamic
Relations
1050 17th Street, NW, Suite 490,
Washington,
DC 20036
Tel: (202)-659-2247
Fax: (202) 659-2254
http://www.cair-net.org/

(CAIR)

An Employer's
Guide To Islamic Religious
Practices
A booklet designed to assist employers in formulating
and implementing
policies that will
help create a culturally-sensitive
workplace
environment.
It can also serve as a guide to
religiously
mandated practices of Muslim
employees.
Price $3.00
An Educator's
Guide To Islamic Religious
Practices
A booklet designed to assist teachers, picipals
and other educators in formulating
and
implementing
policies that will help create a culturally-sensitive
academic environment.
It
can also serve as a guide for the accommodation
of religiously
mandated practices of
Muslim
students.
Price

$3.00

Understandmg
Islam
A brochure dascribing
practices.
Price FREE
CAIR Brochure
A pamphlet describing
Price FREE

Islam

CAIR,

and giving

it's mission

a brief

introduction

and it how CAIR

into Islamic

conducts

beliefs,

facts, and

its' work.

Media Relations Handbook
A handbook designed to provide community
activists with the tools necessary to coordinate
an efficient and effective local media relations effort.
Using practical steps and concepts
detailed in this guide, almost anyone should be able to build positive relationships
with local
editors and reporters.
Price

$10.00
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1996 Civil Rights Report - Price oflgnorance
The first in a series of annual reports. This report documents the incidents of anti-religious,
and anti-Muslim
acts occurring
in 1995. The report was designed to help uncover the
magnitude
of anti-Muslim
bias, analyze how this bias has changed over time, and to educate
the public about its human cost.
Price

$7.00

1997 Civil Rights Report - A Rush To Judgment
This report focuses on the concems Muslim individuals
and organizations
raise about their
treatment in the various domains of life in the United States. It also documents the incidents
of anti-religious,
and anti-Muslim
acts occurring
in 1996.
Price

$7.00

1998 Civil Rights Report - Patterns Of Discrimination
CAIR's tmd annual report documenting
anti-Muslim
bias in daily life experiences.
The
report reflects incidents of discrimination
that have come to CAIR's attention through
various sources. It also documents the incidents of anti-religious,
and anti-Muslim
acts
occurring
in 1997.
Price $8.00
A Rush To Judgment
A special report documenting
the incidents of stereotyping,
harassment, and hate crimes that
occurred against Muslims
following
the bombing
of Oklahoma
City's Murrah Federal
Building.
The report is intended to educate members of the news media, government,
and
law enforcement
agencies.
Price $7.00
The Usual Suspects
A special report outlining
its' effect on the American
Price $3.00

the inaccurate media
Muslim community

coverage

of the TWA

Flight

800 Crash and

1996 Elections Survey
A report surveying
the views of members of one of the largest Muslim
organizations
in the
United States conceming
their opinion abovt various public policy issues. Some of the
issues include:
prayer in schools, abortion, immigration,
and civil rights laws.
Price $3.00
Mosque Open House Project
A guide to conducting
an open house at a mosque. A mosque open house is a positive way
to open the channels of communication
between the Muslim
community
and people of other
faiths.
Price FREE
Welcome To Our Fast Breaking
This brochure is a description
of Iftar (fast breaking)
that can be distributed
visitors of a mosque. It explains various aspects of the fast breaking.
Price FREE
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to non-Muslim

Welcome
To Our Mosque
This brochure is a guide for non-Muslims
visitors
describing
the various parts of the Mosque.
Price FREE

to a Mosque.

It contains

information

Know YourRights
Pocket Guide
A wallet-size
guide instnicting
Muslirns how to protect their rights. The guide deals with:
(l) Facing discrimination
on the job, (2) Rights as an Airline passenger, (3) Mosque safety
tips, (4) Reacting to anti-Muslim
incidents, and (5) Writing
a letter to the editor.
Price FREE
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Other

Useful

Publications

on Islam

Children oflslam: A Teacher's Guide to Meeting the Needs ofMuslim Pupi(s by Marie
Parker-Jenkins.
Published by Trentham
Books Limited.
(1995)
This book is intended as a practical guide to teachers and schools. It provides a good
introduction
to Islam, its views of education, and practical suggestions to accommodating
the needs of Muslim
students.
Although
this book looks at the issues surrounding
Muslim
students in Britain, it is quite pertinent to the current situation in the United States. This
book would be a good resource for an educator looking for a more in depth discussion
of
Islam in the public schools.
American
Islam: Growing
up Muslim inAmerica.,
by Richard Wormser.
Published by
Walker and Company,
(1994)
American
Islam provides a personal view of the life of young Muslims
in the United
States. In numerous interviews
young Muslims
talk about how they maintain their cultural
and religious
identity in the United States' more permissive
society.
It is an easy read, and
also provides a historical
overview of Islam and a description
of its basic tenets.
"School

helps Muslim

Star-Tribune,

p. Bl.

Students
January

find ways to Pray,"

by Kimberly

H. Taylor

Minneapolis

19, 1999

This feature article in the Minneapolis
Star-Tribune
looks at the how Roosevelt High
School Minneapolis
made accommodations
to meet the needs of the Muslim
students in the
school. This is a very good article to read to get a first hand account of how schools can
successfully
meet the religious needs of their students.
Muslims
in America.
(1993). C0 Researcher. v.3, no. 16 pp. 361-384.
This article published by the Congressional
Quarterly provides a brief but thorough look at
Islam in America.
It is a very good place to start leaming about Islam in America.
Some of
the many topics covered include a demographic
profile of Muslim Americans,
a historical
overview
of Islam in the United States, an introduction
to the fundmnentals
of Islmn, and a
discussion
about the differences
and similarities
among Sunnis, Shiites, and Black
Muslims.
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Religion

in

Public

Schools

Publications

The following
publications
are free or available
at a low cost. They
learning
about what schools can mid cannot do in allowing
religion
Government

can be quite helpful
in public
schools.

in

Publications

Statement ofPrinciples on Religious Expression in Public Schools
This govemment
publication
was most recently
revised in 1998.
It discusses in some detail
what type of religious
activities
are permissible
in the public schools.
It can be found at the
U.S. Department
of Education
web site with information
about religious
freedom
in the
public
schools.
The site also includes
a letter from Richard
W. Rney, U.S. Secretary
of
Education.
appendix
by calling

http://www.ed.gov/Speeches/08-1995/religion.html
D. Copies of the U.S. Department
of Education
1-800-USA-LEARN
(1-800-872-5327).

Freedom

Forum

This
guidelines

publication
is printed in
may also be obtained

Publications

The following
publications
produced
by the Freedom
First Amendment
Center at the following
address:

Forum

can be purchased

from

the

1207 18th Ave. South
Nashvine,
TN 37212
Tel: 615/321-9588
Fax: 615/321-9599
E-mail:
info@fac.org
Public
Schools andReligious
Communities:
A FirstAmendment
Guide,
This guide offers advice on how public schools, religious
groups can cooperate
without
violating
religious
freedoms.
It is co-authored
by The Freedom
Forum's
First Amendment
Center, the American
Jewish Congress,
the Christian
Legal Society and co-signed
by 12
other organizations.
The booklet
is available
:jor free as an Adobe Acrobat
file at the
following
web site:
http://www.freedomforum.org/newsstand/brorhnrpq/printsrhoolscommunities.asp
A Parent's
Guide to Religion
in Public Education,
To order a copy of this publication
send email to reports@fac,org.
name

of the publication,

your

name,

address

and phone

Include

in the email

the

number.

Finding
Common
Ground,
by Dr. Charles Haynes
and Oliver Thomas,
Esq.
This book is the primary
text used in the 3Rs seminars
and workshops.
It discusses
a wide
range of issues concerning
religion
in the public
schools.
It is a very good source for
detailed
answers to many questions
conceming
religion
in the public schools. This is a very
good book to read if you are just starting to explore
how your school will address religion
in the public schools. You can read this book on the intemet
at the fonowing
web site:
http://www.fac.org/publicat/cground/rontcntb.liLuil

Religious Liberty, Public Education, and the Future ofAmerican Democracy: A Statement
of Principles,
For free copies
University.

contact

The Freedom

Fonum

First
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Amendment

Center

at Vanderbilt

Christian

Legal

The following
publications
on religious
Society from the following
web site:
http://www.clsnet.com/rfsource.html

Society

rights

Publications

in public

schools

from

the Christian

Legal

Debating
Public Education:
A Joint Statement
Signed by diverse education, religious and civil rights organizations,
"Debating
Public
Education:
A Joint Statement" provides a blue print for how these groups agree to debate
controversial
public school issues.

Religion in the Public Schools: A Joint Statementof Current Law
The Constitution
permits much private religious activity in and about the public schools.
Unfortunately,
this aspect of constitutional
law is not as well known as it should be. In
"Religion
in the Public Schools: A Joint Statement of Current Law," cited by President
Clinton in his speech about religious
freedom in the public schools, civil liberties and
religious
organizations
from across the spectrum join to affirm what religious liberties
students currently
enjoy.
The Eqml AccessAct
and the Public Schools: Questions & Anmers
According
to the Equal Access Act, student religious clubs in secondary schools must be
permitted to meet and to have equal access to campus media to announce their meetings, if a
school receives federal funds and permits any student non-curricular
club to meet during
non-instructional
time. Christian Legal Society pioneered the concept for the Act and was
instnumental
in its legislative
enactment. "The Equal Access Act and the Public Schools:
Questions
and Answers"
is a useful resource.

Religion in the Public Schools: A Joint Statementof CurrentLaw
This booklet has been endorsed by a broad range of religious organizations.
It is available
by writing: "Religion
in the Public Schools" 15 East 84th st., Suite 501, New York, NY
10028.
Other

Useful

Publications

on Relgion

in the Public

Schools

Religious
Freedom
in America:
A Teacher's
Guide by Charles C. Haynes.
Published
by
Americans
United Research Foundation
(1986).
This book combines historical
background
information
on religion in America
and
resources for teachers to use in the classroom.
It is very informative
and is an excellent
place for a teacher to begin designing a course on religion.
Although
somewhat dated it
does list and describe many videos and books which could be used in a course on religion.
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Appendix
C
Web Sites
The World Wide Web can be a very helpful place to search for information
on any subject.
Once you start finding good information
it is possible to link up with many different
and
pertinent sites. However
there are several problems with the web. First of all finding
pertinent
information
is sometimes difficult.
Furthermore
information
on the web can be
full of bias and misinformation.
The reader/ searcher is advised to keep his/her thinking
cap
on. The site listed below are a selection of sites which can be helpful to go to.
Islamic

Web

Sites

http://amconline.org
This web site for the American
Muslim
Council has many good links
sites. From their web page it is also possible to download publications
local chapters.

to other Muslim
web
on Islam, and locate

http://www.cair-net.org/
This web site for the Council on American-Islamic
Relations (CAIR)
provides access to
information
about Islam in America, other Islamic organizations
at the national and state
level, descriptions
of their publications,
and order forms over the internet.
It is a good
resource for information
and help in working effectively
with Muslims
in the schools and
workplace.
Their publications
are very helpful.
http://www.icna.com/main.shtml
This web site for the Islamic
start looking
for information
Muslim
sites.

Circle of North America.
on Muslims
in America.

This is a good site from which to
It has good links to many different

http://www.islaip.org/
This web site has good connections
with many different Islarnic organizations
in the United
States. This is a good place to start a general search on Islam in the United States.
http://islari.org/Education/
Education
Parkway is a web site with links to education sites related to Muslim
education,
and Muslim's
in public schools.
This is a good place to start a search for educational
information
about Muslims
in America.
http://www.islam.org/radio/chl200.htm
This web site has children's
songs, and stories about Islam it would be a good site for a
teacher to go to who is creating curriculum
about Islam. It is produced by Radio Al-Islmn:
Channel RA 1200 - Children's
Programs.
http://www.isna.net/
This web site for the Islamic
other Muslim
web sites.

Society

of North

America
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(ISNA)

has many

good links

to

Religion

in Public

Schools

Government

Web

Sites

Websites

http://www.ed.gov
This U.S. Department
of Education
web site has information
about guidelines
for religious
activity in schools and other activities of the Department
of Education
that supportthe
growing
effort of educators and religious
communities
to support the education of our
nation's children.
http://www.ed.gov/Speeches/08-1995/religion.html
This U.S. Department
of Education
web site with information
about religious
freedom in
the public schools.
The site includes a letter from Richard W. Riley, U.S. Secretary of
Education,
and a copy of the "Statement
of Principles
on Religious
Expression
in Public
Schools."
This government
publication
was most recently revised in 1998. It discusses in
some detail what type of religious
activities are permissible
in the public schools. Also
available at this site is a list of some organizations
that can answer questions on religious
expression
in public schools.
First

Amendment

Center

Websites

http://www.fac.org/publicaUcground/chlll-l.htm
This site describes the Equal Access Act. It answers many practical questions educators
may have about the act and what their rights are concerning
religion in public schools. The
Equal Access Act became law on August 11, 1984, passing the Senate 88-11 and the House
337-77. Congress's primary purpose in passing the Act, according to the Supreme Court,
was to end "perceived
widespread
discnation"
against religious
speech in public
schools. While Congress recognized
the constitutional
prohibition
against government
promotion
of religion, it believed that non-school-sponsored
student speech, including
religious
speech, should not be excised from the school environment.
http://www.fac.org/publicaUcground/contents.html
This is a First Amendment
Center page for the book Finding
Common Ground.
From this
web site it is possible to read Finding
Common Ground.
This is a very good book to read
if you are just starting to explore how your school will address Religion
in the Public
schools.
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Freedom
http://www.frccdoni['un
ulll.ul
g/
The Freedom Fomm's
web site with
on religious
freedom in the schools.
specific programs.

Forum

Web

Sites

information
about programs available
From this site it is possible to connect

for educators
with sites with

http://www.freedornforum.org/newsstand/brochures/printschoolscommunities.asp
A Freedom Fonum web site where it is possible to download
a brochure on "Public
Schools & Religious
Communities:
A First Amendment
Guide."
This brochure gives
advice on how public schools, religious groups can cooperate without violating
religious
freedoms. Published jointly
by First Amendment
Center, American
Jewish Congress,
Christian Legal Society.
The booklet is available on paper as an Adobe Acrobat file.
http://www.frccdouffui
uui.uig/temp}ates/document.asp?documentID=3930
Freedom Fonums web site with general information
about their 3Rs program
Responsibilities
and Respect relating to religious matters.
http://www
frpedomtoi
uui.ui
g/religion/3rs/ca3rs.asp
Description
and introduction
to California's
3Rs program
Respect relating to religious matters..
Christian

Legal

Society

Web

for Rights,

for Rights,

Responsibilities

and

Sites

www.christianlegalsociety.org
The Cmstian Legal Society web page is a useful place to start looking at religion in the
public schools.
From here it is possible to find other organizations
and publications
on this
topic.
http://www.christianlegalsociety.org/clrfPages/CLRFNotYetUsed/DebatingPublic
Ed.htm
Christian
Legal
Statement."

Society

web site with

a copy of "Debating

Public

Education

A Joint

http://www.christianlegalsociety.org/clrfPages/pubsoverview.htm
From this web site it is possible to order publications
from the Christian Legal Society.
In
particular
there are several publications
which discuss religious rights in the public schools.
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"Religious

Expression

Appendix
D
in Public
Schools."
U.S.

Government

Guidelines

Appendix
D consists of copies of a letter from the Richard W. Riley, U.S. Secretary of
Education,
the guidelines
for "Religious
Expression
in Public Schools,"
and an
explanation
of the "Equal
Access Act."
These government
guidelines
were originally
sent
to all public school supeffitendents
in 1995. Revised in 1998, they are very important
resources for all educators looking at the religion in the public schools. They clarify what is
and is not permissible
for schools to do, and what behavior is permissible
for students and
the public.
These are government

publications

and as such are in the public

domain.

Copies of these guidelines
may also be obtained by calling 1-800-USA-LEARN
872-5327).
A copy cm also be found at the following
web site:
http://www.ed.gov/Speeches/08-1995/rcligion.litml
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(1-800-

Letter

from

the U.S. Secretary

of Education

"...Schools
do more than train children's minds. They also help to nurture their
souls by reinforcing
the values they learn at home and in their communities.
I believe that
one of the best ways we can help out schools to do this is by supporting
students' rights to
voluntarily
practice their religious beliefs, including
prayer in schools.... For more than 200
years, the First Amendment
has protected our religious freedom and allowed many faiths to
flourish
in our homes, in our work place and in our schools.
Clearly understood
and
sensibly applied, it works."
President Clinton
May 30, 1998
Dear American

Educator,

Almost three years ago, President Clinton directed me, as U.S. Secretary of Education,
in
consultation
with the Attorney
General, to provide every public school district in America
with a statement of pririciples
addressing the extent to which religious
expression
and
activity are permitted in our public schools. In accordance with the President's directive,
I
sent every school superintendent
in the country guidelines
on Religious
Expression
in
Public Schools in August of 1995.
The purpose of promulgating
these presidential
guidelines
was to end much
confusion
regarding religious
expression in our nation's public schools that
over more than Ur
years since the U.S. Supreme Court decision in 1962
sponsored school prayer. I believe that these guidelines have helped school
teachers, students and parents find a new common ground on the important
religious
freedom consistent with constitutional
requirements.

of the
had developed
regarding
state
officials,
issue of

In July of 1996, for example, the Saint Louis School Board adopted a district wide policy
using these guidelines.
While the school district had previously
allowed certain religious
activities, it had never spelled them out before, resulting in a lawsuit over the right of a
student to pray before lunch in the cafeteria. The creation of a clearly defined policy using
the guidelines
allowed the school board and the family of the student to arrive at a mutually
satisfactory
settlement.

In a case decided last year in a United

States District Court in Alabama,
(Chandler v. James)
initiated prayer at school related events, the court instnicted
the DeKalb
County School District to maintain for circulation in the library of each school a copy of the
presidential
guidelines.
involving

student

The great advantage

of the presidential
guidelines, however, is that they allow school
to avoid contentious
disputes by developing
a common understanding
among
students, teachers, parents and the broader community that the First Amendment
does in fact
provide ample room for religious expression by students while at the same time maintaining
freedom from govemment
sponsored religion.
districts

The development
and use of these presidential
guidelines were not and are not isolated
activities.
Rather, these guidelines
are part of an ongoing and growing effort by educators
and America's
religious
community
to find a new common ground. In April of 1995, for
example, thirty-five
religious
groups issued "Religion
in the Public Schools: A Joint
Statement of Current Law" that the Department
drew from in developing
its own guidelines.
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Following
the release of the presidential
guidelines,
the National PTA and the Freedom
Fomm jointly
published
in 1996 "A Parent's Guide to Religion
in the Public Schools"
which put the guidelines into an easily understandable
question and answer format.
In the last two years, I have held three religious-education
summits to inform faith
cornrnunities
and educators about the guidelines
and to encourage continued
dialogue and
cooperation
within constitutional
limits. Many religious communities
have contacted local
schools and school systems to offer their assistance because of the clarity provided by the
guidelines.
The United Methodist
Church has provided reading tutors to many schools, and
Hadassah and the Women's League for Conservative
Judaism have both been extremely
active in providing
local schools with support for summer reading programs.
The guidelines
we are releasing today are the same as originally
issued in 1995, except that
changes have been made in the sections on religious excusals and student garb to reflect the
Supreme Court decision in Boeme v. Flores declaring the Religious
Freedom Restoration
Act unconstitutional
as applied to actions of state and local governments.
These guidelines
continue to reflect two basic and equally important
obligations
imposed on
public school officials by the First Amendment.
First, schools may not forbid students
acting on their own from expressing their personal religious
views or beliefs solely because
they are of a religious nature. Schools may not discriminate
against private religious
expression by students, but must instead give students the same right to engage in religious
activity and discussion as they have to engage in other comparable
activity. Generally,
this
means that students may pray in a nondisruptive
manner during the school day when they
are not engaged in school activities and instruction,
subject to the same rules of order that
apply to other student speech.
At the same time, schools may not endorse religious activity or doctrine, nor may they
coerce participation
in religious activity. Among other things, of course, school
administrators
and teachers may not organize or encourage prayer exercises in the
classroom.
Teachers, coaches and other school officials who act as advisors to student
groups must remain mindful that they cannot engage in or lead the religious
activities
of
students.
And the right of religious expression in school does not include the right to have a "captive
audience" listen, or to compel other students to participate.
School officials
should not
permit student religious
speech to turn into religious harassment aimed at a student or a
small group of students. Students do not have the right to make repeated invitations to other
students to participate
in religious activity in the face of a request to stop.
The statement of principles
set forth below derives from the First Amendment.
Implementation
of these pmciples, of course, will depend on specific factual contexts
will require careful consideration
in particular
cases.

and

In issuing these revised guidelines
I encourage every school district to make sure that
principals,
teachers, students and parents are familiar with their content. To that end I offer
three suggestions:
First, school districts should use these guidelines to revise or develop their own district wide
policy regarding religious expression. In developing
such a policy, school officials
can
engage parents, teachers, the various faith communities
and the broader community
in a
positive dialogue to define a common ground that gives all parties the assurance that when
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questions do arise regarding religious expression the community
is well prepared to apply
these guidelines to specific cases. The Davis County School District in Farmington,
Utah,is
an example of a school district that has taken the affirmative step of developing such a
policy.
At a time of increasing religious diversity in our country such a proactive step can help
school districts create a frmnework of civility that reaffirms and strengthens the community
consensus regarding religious liberty. School districts that do not make the effort to develop
their own policy may find themselves unprepared for the intensity of the debate that can
engage a community when positions harden around a live controversy involving religious
expression in public schools.
Second, I encourage principals and administrators
to take the additional step of making sure
that teachers, so often on the front line of any dispute regarding religious expression,
are
fully informed about the guidelines. The Gwinnett County School system in Georgia, for
example, begins every school year with workshops for teachers that include the distribution
of these presidential guidelines. Our nation's schools of education can also do their part by
ensuring that prospective teachers are knowledgeable
about religious expression
in the
classroom.
Third, I encourage schools to actively take steps to inform parents and students about
religious expression in school using these guidelines. The Carter County School District in
Elizabethton, Tennessee, included the subject of religious expression in a character
education program that it developed in the fall of 1997. This effort included sending home
to every parent a copy of the "Parent's Guide to Religion in the Public Schools."
Help is available for those school districts that seek to develop policies on religious
expression. I have enclosed a list of associations and groups that can provide information
school districts and parents who seek to learn more about religious expression in our
nation's public schools.
In addition, citizens can turn to the U.S. Department of Education web site
(http://www.ed.gov)
for information
about the guidelines and other activities of the
Department that support the growing effort of educators and religious communities
support the education of our nation's children.

to

to

Finally, I encourage teachers and principals to see the First Amendment as something more
than a piece of dry, old parchment locked away in the national attic gathering dust. It is a
vital living principle, a call to action, and a demand that each generation reaffirm its
connection to the basic idea that is America - that we are a free people who protect our
freedoms by respecting the freedom of others who differ from us.
Our history as a nation reflects the history of the Puritan, the Quaker, the Baptist, the
Catholic, the Jew and many others fleeing persecution to find religious freedom in America.
The United States remains the most successful experiment in religious freedom that the
world has ever known because the First Amendment uniquely balances freedom of private
religious belief and expression with freedom from state-imposed religious expression.
Public schools can neither foster religion nor preclude it. Our public schools must treat
religion with fairness and respect and vigorously protect religious expression as well as the
freedom of conscience of all other students. In so doing our public schools reaffirm the
First Amendment and enrich the lives of their students.
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I encourage you to share this information
widely and in the most appropriate
your school community.
Please accept my sincere thanks for your continuing
behalf of all of America's
children.

manner with
work on

Sincerely,
Richard W. Riley
U.S. Secretary of Education

RELIGIOUS

EXPRESSION

IN PUBLIC

SCHOOLS

Student
prayer
and religious
discussion:
The Establishment
Clause of the First
Amendment
does not prohibit purely private religious
speech by students. Students
therefore have the same right to engage in individual
or group prayer and religious
discussion
during the school day as they do to engage in other comparable
activity.
For
example, students may read theirBibles
or other scriptures, say grace before meals, and
pray before tests to the same extent they may engage in comparable
nondisruptive
activities.
Local school authorities
possess substantial discretion
to impose nules of order and other
pedagogical
restrictions
on student activities, but they may not sttucture or administer
such
rules to discriminate
against religious activity or speech.
Generally,
students may pray in a nondisniptive
manner when not engaged in school
activities or instruction,
and subject to the rules that normally
pertain in the applicable
setting. Specifically,
students in informal
settings, such as cafeterias and hallways,
may pray
and discuss their religious views with each other, subject to the same niles of order as apply
to other student activities
and speech. Students may also speak to, and attempt to persuade,
their peers about religious
topics just as they do with regard to political
topics. School
officials,
however, should intercede to stop student speech that constitutes harassment aimed
at a student or a group of students.
Students

may also pmticipate

in before

or after school

events with

religious

content,

such as "see you at the flag pole" gatherings, on the same terms as they may participate in
other noncurriculum
activities
on school premises. School officials may neither discourage
nor encourage

participation

in such an event.

The right to engage in voluntag
prayer or religious discussion free from
discrimination
does not include the rightto
have a captive audience listen, or to compel other
students to participate.
Teachers and school administrators
should ensure that no student is
in any way coerced to participate
in religious activity.

Graduation prayer and baccalaureates:
Under current Supreme Court decisions,
school officials
may not mandate or organize prayer at graduation,
nor organize religious
baccalaureate
ceremonies.
If a school generally opens its facilities to private groups, it must
make its facilities
available on the same terms to organizers of privately
sponsored religious
baccalaureate
services. A school may not extend preferential
treatment to baccalaureate
ceremonies
and may in some instances be obliged to disclaim official endorsement
of such
ceremonies.
Official
neutrality
regarding
religious
activity:
Teachers and school
administrators,
when acting in those capacities, are representatives
of the state and are
prohibited
by the establishment
clause from soliciting
or encouraging
religious
activity,
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and

from participating
in such activity with students. Teachers and administrators
also are
prohibited
from discouraging
activity because of its religious content, and from soliciting
encouraging
antireligious
activity.

or

Teaching
about religion:
Public schools may not provide religious
instruction,
but
they may teach about religion, including
the Bible or other scripture: the history of religion,
comparative
religion, the Bible (or other scripture)-as-literature,
mid the role of religion in
the history of the United States and other countries all are permissible
public school
subjects. Similarly,
it is permissible
to consider religious influences
on art, music, literature,
and social studies. Although
public schools may teach about religious
holidays, including
their religious
aspects, and may celebrate the secular aspects of holidays, schools may not
observe holidays as religious
events or promote such observance by students.
Shirlpnt
:issignuieiiib.
Sudents may express their beliefs about religion
in the
form of homework,
artwork, and other written and oral assignments free of discrimination
based on the religious
content of their submissions.
Such home and classroom
work should
be judged by ordinary academic standards of substance and relevance, and against other
legitimate
pedagogical
concerns identified
by the school.
Religious
literature:
Students have a right to distribute
religious
literature
to their
schoolmates
on the satne terms as they are pemnitted to distribute other literature that is
umelated to school curriculum
or activities. Schools may impose the same reasonable time,
place, and manner or other constitutional
restrictions
on distribution
of religious
literature
as
they do on nonschool literature generally, but they may not single out religious literature
for
special regulation.
Religious
excusaJs: Subject to applicable
State laws, schools enjoy substantial
discretion
to excuse individual
students from lessons that are objectionable
to the student
the students' parents on religious
or other conscientious
grounds. However,
students
generally do not have a Federal right to be excused from lessons that may be inconsistent
with their religious beliefs or practices. School officials may neither encourage nor
discourage
students from availing themselves of an excusal option.

or

Released time: Subject to applicable State laws, schools have the discretion
to
dismiss students to off-premises
religious instruction,
provided that schools do not
encourage or discourage participation
or penalize those who do not attend. Schools may not
allow religious instruction by outsiders on school premises during the school day.

Teaching values: Though schools must be neutral with respect to religion, they
may play an active role with respect to teacing civic values and virtue, and the moral code
that holds us together as a community.
The fact that some of these values
religions
does not make it unlawful
to teach them in school.

are held also by

Student
garb: Schools enjoy substantial discretion
in adopting policies relating to
student dress and school uniforms.
Students generally have no Federal right to be exempted
from religiously-neutral
and generally applicable
school dress mles based on their religious
beliefs or practices; however, schools may not single out religious attire in general, or atlire
of a particular
religion,
for prohibition
or regulation.
Students may display religious
messages on items of clothing to the same extent that they are permitted
to display other
comparable
messages. Religious
messages may not be singled out for suppression,
but
rather are subject to the same rules as generally apply to comparable
messages.
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THE

EQUAL

ACCESS

ACT

The Equal Access Act is designed to ensure that, consistent with the First
Amendment,
student religious activities are accorded the smne access to public school
facilities
as are student secular activities. Based on decisions of the Federal courts, as well as
its interpretations
of the Act, the Department
of Justice has advised that the Act should be
interpreted
as providing,
among other things, that:
General
provisions:
Student religious
groups at public secondary
schools have the
same right of access to school facilities
as is enjoyed by other comparable
student groups.
Under the Equal Access Act, a school receiving Federal funds that allows one or more
student noncurriculum-related
clubs to meet on its premises during noninstnuctional
time
may not refuse access to student religious
groups.
Prayer
services and worship
exercises covered:
A meeting,
protected by the Equal Access Act, may include a prayer service, Bible
worship exercise.

as defined and
reading, or other

Equal access to means of publicizing
meetings:
A school receiving
Federal
funds must allow student groups meeting under the Act to use the school media-including
the public address system, the school newspaper, and the school bulletin board-to
announce their meetings on the same terms as other noncurriculum-related
student groups
are allowed to use the school media. Any policy concerning
the use of school media must
be applied to all noncurriculum-related
student groups in a nondiscriminatory
matter.
Schools, however, may inform students that certain groups are not school sponsored.
Lunch-time
and recess covered:
A school creates a limited open fomm under the
Equal Access Act, triggering
equal access rights for religious groups, when it allows
students to meet during their lunch periods or other noninstnictional
time dumg the school
day, as well as when it allows students to meet before and after the school day.
Revised
List

of organizations

that can answer

May 1998

questions

on religious

Religious
Action Center of Reform Judaism
Name: Rabbi David Saperstein
Address: 2027 Massachusetts
Ave., NW, Washington,
Phone: (202) 387-2800
Fax: (202) 667-9070
Web site: http://www.rj.org/rac/
American
Association
of School Administrators
Name: Andrew Rotherham
Address: 1801 N. Moore st., Arlington,
VA 22209
Phone: (703) 528-0700
Fax: (703) 528-2146
Web site: http://www.aasa.org
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expression

DC 20036

in public

schools

American
Jewish Congress
Name: Marc Stern
Address: 15 East 84th Street, New York,
Phone: (212) 360-1545
Fax: (212) 861-7056
National PTA
Name: Maribeth
Oakes
Address: 1090 Vermont Ave.,
Phone: (202) 289-6790
Fax: (202) 289-6791
Web site: http://www.pta.org

NW,

NY 10028

Suite 1200, Washington,

Christian Legal Society
Name: Steven McFarland
Address: 4208 Evergreen Lane, #222, Annandale,
Phone: (703) 642-1070
Fax: (703) 642-1075
Web site: http://www.clsnet.com
National Association
of Evangelicals
Name: Forest Montgomery
Address: 1023 15th Street, NW #500, Washington,
Phone: (202) 789-1011
Fax: (202) 842-0392
Web site: http://www.nae.net
National
School Boards Association
Name: Laurie Westley
Address: 1680 Duke Street, Alexandria,
Phone: (703) 838-6703
Fax: (703) 548-5613
Web site: http://www.nsba.org
Freedom Forum
Name: Charles Haynes
Address: 1101 Wilson Blvd, Arlington,
Phone: (703) 528-0800
Fax: (703) 284-2879
Web site: http://www.freedomforum.org
Last Updated-March

VA

VA

22314

22209

19, 1999, (pjk)
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Project

Appendix
E
Description
and

Contacts

The following
description
of the 3Rs Project is copied from the Freedom Fonun web page
and is used with their permission.
It can be found at the following
web site address:
http://www.frctdtniirui
uui.ui Jreligion/3rs/3rsfdoor.asp
Visit this web page to get more information
about the 3Rs Project.
Religious Liberty Projects
in U.S. Public Schools
3Rs Projects
The First Amendment
Center supports a number of state and local projects designed to
equip school systems, parents, students, and communities
with a civic framework
for finding
common
ground on religious
liberty issues in public schools.
Established
state programs in California,
Utah and Georgia are known as 3Rs Projects.
3Rs are Rights, Responsibility,
and Respect - the democratic
firstprinciples
that flow
the Religious
Liberty Clauses of the First Amendment,

The
from

The California
3Rs Project, cosponsored
by the California
County Superintendents
Educational
Services Association,
is now underway in all ten educational
regions of
Califomia.
The Utah 3Rs Project, cosponsored
by the Utah State Office of Education,
is in
the first phase of a five-year
initiative
which wffl provide programs in all Utah school
districts. The Georgia 3Rs Project, a program of the Georgia Humanities
Council provides
workshops
for teachers throughout
the state. Efforts are now underway
to start 3Rs
programs in Pennsylvania,
Texas, and Oklahoma.
In the initial phase of each 3Rs project, teams of teachers, administrators,
parents, school
board members, and community
leaders come together to learn how to use constitutional
principles
to negotiate conflicts
and to work toward agreement on issues of religious
and
ethnic diversity
confronting
schools and communities.
In follow-up
workshops,
teachers are
prepared to teach about religions
and cultures in ways that are constitutionally
permissible
and educationally
sound.
The California
3Rs Project, cosponsored
by the California
County Superintendents
Educational
Services Association,
is now underway in all ten educational
regions of
California.
The Utah 3Rs Project, cosponsored
by the Utah State Office of Education,
is in
the first phase of a five-year initiative
which will provide programs in all Utah school
districts. The Georgia 3Rs Project, a program of the Georgia Humanities
Council provides
workshops
for teachers throughout
the state. Efforts are now underway
to start 3Rs
programs in Pennsylvania,
Texas, and Oklahoma.
The 3Rs project is divided into two parts. In part one, groups of teachers, administrators,
parents, school board members, and community
leaders leam how to use constitutional
pmciples to negotiate and discuss conflicts and to work toward agreement on ISSUESof
religious
and ethnic diversity
confronting
schools and communities.
hi the second part,
teachers are prepared to teach about religions and cultures in ways that are constitutionally
permissible
and educationally
sound.
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Finding
Common Ground, by Dr. Charles Haynes and Oliver Thomas, Esq., is the primary
text used in the 3Rs seminars and workshops.
Other publications
and documents
used in
the training include "A Parent's Guide to Religion in Public Education,"
"Religious
Liberty,
Public Education,
and the Future of American
Democracy:
A Statement of Principles,"
and a
religious
liberty curriculum.
3R's

Project

State

Contacts

California
Marcia Beaucharnp
Project Coordinator
One Market Street
Steuart Tower, 21st Floor
San Francisco,
CA 94105
415-281-0900
marciab@pcc.freedornforum.org

http://www.frccdruia"ui

ullMJl

Georgia
Georgia 3Rs Project,
Georgia Humanities
Council
800/523-6202,
Web site at
http://www.emory.edu/GHC

http://www.frctdciufui

Jreligion/3rs/ca3rs.asp

or

tuu.uiJreligion/3rs/ga3rs.asp

Oklahoma
Nancy Day
The National
Conference,
Northeastem
320 South Boston, Suite 1111
Tulsa, OK 74103
918/583-1361
Randall Raybum, Executive
Director
Cooperative
Council Oklahoma
School
2901 Lincoln
Boulevard
Oklahoma
City, OK 73105
405/524-1191
405/524-1196
(FAX)

http://wwiv

frpedoi>ffui

OK Region

Administration

uui.uig/religion/3rs/ok3rs.asp

Pennsylvania
Wilson
Kratz
Pennsylvania
3Rs Project
p.o. Box 500
Harleysville,
PA 19438
(215) 721-4626
http://astro.temple.edu/-dialogue/3rs.hhn
http://www.frccdout[ui
uiii.ui
g/religion/3rs/pa3rs.asp
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Texas
Johnny Vaselka
Texas Association
of School
406 East I 1th Street
Austin, TX 78701-2617
512/477-6361
512/482-8658
(FAX)

http://www.frccdcnifui

Administrators

uuian

ireligion/3rs/tx3rs.asp

Utah
John Kesler
Utah 3Rs Project
2733 East Parleys Way, Suite 300
Salt Lake City, {JT 84109
801/485-7770
http://www.freedomforum.org/religion/3rs/ut3rs.asp

For more information

about each program

visit their web sites.
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